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ABSTRACT 
Optimal designs for non-linear problems depend on unknown parameters. With no con-
straints, sequential methods can pick the next design point using prior and accruing informa-
tion and "home in" on the optimal design. In monotone designs, observations must be 
ordered in time (or other metameter), so design options decrease. For example, in rodent 
bioassay experiments where a group of n rodents are simultaneously put on test, sacrifices to 
discover the presence or absence of tumors can occur only at ages greater than or equal to 
the current age. So, if data are taken beyond the optimal age, it is not possible subsequently 
to go back to it. 
For the class of problems studied, statistical information depends on the time data are taken 
and unknown parameters. In this report we consider a class of monotone designs based on a 
scale invariant design objective, and two structures for statistkal information. One factors 
into a function of time and a function of the unknown parameter and results from data from 
a scale family for each t. The other depends on time divided by the unknown parameter, and 
results, for example, from destructive life tests. We develop and investigate two- and three-
stage adaptive rules, compute the asymptotic order of the regret for these rules relative to 
the rule taking all data at the optimal time, and show that the order is close to the best pos-
sible. We find the rate at which the performance of these rules departs from scale invari-
ance, and report on a simulation study comparing the current rule to others in the literature. 
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L INTRODUCTION 
In some sequential design problems the optimal design depends on unknown parameters and 
options constrain as time evolves. For example, the carcinogen bioassay in small rodents 
puts animals on iest and follows them until natural or sacrificial death. For a specific design 
goal and a scalar parameter of interest, there is an optimal age of sacrifice. Adaptive interim 
sacrifice plans use accruing data to determine sacrifice ages, but options constrain since a 
rodent cannot be killed at an age younger than the current. Therefore, a balance must be 
struck between early sacrifices useful in determining the optimal sacrifice age, and sacrifices 
at the estimated optimal age. Bergman and Turnbull (1983) and Louis and Orav (1985) 
study this destructive life testing example, and we use it for motivation and asimulation 
study. Our general model applies to other irreversible processes such as timing measure-
ments in follow up studies, studying metal fatigue, and estimating the shelf-life of chemicals. 
In each of these applications observations can indicate exceedance of threshold level or a 
report a direct measurement. 
Time-ordered designs generalize the monotone follower problem (Benes et al 1980, Karatzas 
1981), where a Brownian motion is tracked by a non-decreasing function. Unlike the mono-
tone follower problem, in the current setting adaptive rules use accruing information to 
update parameter estimates and to determine the next observation time. Each observation 
provides both (Fisher) information that improves the determination of the optimal time and 
produces an increment in the overall design objective function. But, the amount of informa-
tion on parameters depends on the observation time. Under time-ordering, rules must strike 
a balance between the benefit of taking data at the current estimate of the optimal time and 
the risk of overshooting the true value. In the estimation context, Fisher information is also 
the design objective, but we analyze a more general model that includes hypothesis testing. 
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Though the free boundary differential equation for obtaining the optimal rule can be derived 
from a Brownian motion embedding, we have not obtained its solution. We do use the 
Brownian embedding to compute the asymptotic regret for two and three-stage rules. 
Though we do not prove that these rules are optimal, we show that their regret is close to 
the lowest possible for rules that are asymptotically equivariant. The order of regret depends 
on the rate at which the Fisher information for unknown parameters goes to zero as the 
design time goes to zero. The best order of regret for any monotone rule is v;;, whereas 
without the monotonicity constraint the order is log(n). 
We introduce the problem in section 2, section 3 develops single and multi-stage rules, sec-
tion 4 discusses equivariance, section 5 presents simulation results for a destructive life test-
ing model, section 6 contains discussion, and the appendices contain basic theorems. 
2. THE MODEL AND EXAMPLES 
2.1 General Setting 
Let e parameterize the design objective function [i(tj8),e £ 0] for an observation taken at 
time t. A total of n observations are to be taken. If they are taken at time points 
t ... (t 11 • • • ,t,J, t..,~O, the experimenter gains: 
(2.1) 
In addition to contributing to (2.1), at time t we observe a random variable X, with distribu-
tion F1( • 18) and Fisher information j( t 18). This observation augments the information on 8. 
Experimentation is constrained by the requirement that t 1 s; t 2S · · · s; t". The design goal is 
to maximize the expectation of (2.1) over samples in the frequentist setting and in addition 
over the parameter space 0 with respect to a prior in the Bayesian formulation. We assume 
throughout that: 
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i(tl6)= c(S)i(t/6), (2.2) 
and that either 
i(tle)- e- 2;(1), (2.3a) 
or 
j(tlS)= e- 2;(t1e), (2.3b) 
with, as u ... o 
(2.4) 
Further, we assume that "i" and "j" are non-negative, have unique maxima at "T" and "S" 
respectively, are locally quadratic at the maximum, and have a continuous, bounded second 
derivative. By rescaling time and normalizing we can assume that T ... l and i"(l) ... 2. In 
addition, we assume that the maximum likelihood estimate of e (64 ) satisfies the invariance 
Theorem A4. 
This structure in encompasses many design goals including efficient hypothesis testing and 
parameter estimation. For estimation i- j. When X1 is scale invariant for all t, (2.3a) holds, 
while (2.3b) applies, for example, to destructive life testing models based on a scale invariant 
survival distribution (see section 2.3). 
For any rule R we define the scale adjusted regret (A) and the relative efficiency (RE) by: 
Chernoff (1972) and Abdelbasit and Plackett (1983) consider a similar problem, but without 
the time-order constraint. They show that a rule taking the next observation at 6, where e 
is the MLE is asymptotically efficient in that REn goes to 100 as n-co. The rule has a regret 
of order<-log(n). 
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In the sequel we use the function best[d,Ad] to represent an unconstrained estimated optimal 
time. It depends on the number of observations taken (d) and the accumulated information 
one,( Ad). For example, using the MLE "best"""' ed. A Bayesian computation would find the 
time that maximized the conditional expected increment in (2.1 ). Our large-sample results 
do not depend on the form or "best .. so long as it is asymptotically v; equivalent to the 
MLE. Information A 0 can be used to stabilize the maximum likelihood estimate or represent 
a prior distribution. 
2.2 A basic example 
To fix ideas and gain insight into the asymptotic performance of time-ordered rules consider 
the case with a quadratic gain function "i" and with F, being exponential independent of 
time. Specifically, let: 
i(u)= 1-(1- ;)2 ,ose,usoo, 
so c(S)= l,j(u)== 1, p=O, we are in situation (2.3a). Consider the adaptive rule that first 
takes mn observations at 0 and then uses: 
where 
l 1' 
x,,- -l: x,. 
11 f-1 J 
Assume 0= 1. The first m observations contribute m units to the regret, and Theorem A2 
proves that the remaining (n-m) observations produce an expected regret: (n-m)/m. There-
fore, the optimal mn is v';;,, and produces a regret of 2\/;. Table l presents a comparison 
of this computation with values obtained by simulation. The agreement is excellent over a 
wide range of sample sizes. For comparison, the expected regret for an unconstrained rule is 
easily shown to be 'l; d- 1 ::::: log(n). So, the penalty produced by the order constraint is the 
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difference between 2v; and log(n). 
Rules with t1 = 0, and 
td+l - max[ta, "d+1Xd]- 1~J~ d [a;+1X'i] i 
where the a ' 6 are non-negative are scale equivariant. Theorem A3 develops conditions on 
the a'' for the regret to be as small an order as possible, and proves that the minimum is 
O(Y;). So, the two-stage rule described above produces the best order of regret, though it 
may not be optimal. 
In this example we can achieve eqmvaraance, since initial data can be taken at 0 (safely 
below the optimal time for any 9), and then the scale family X'' coupled with the scale 
invariant design objective function produce invariant relative efficiencies and scale adjusted 
regrets. In section 3 we generalize these findings to situations where the information j(t) 
goes to zero as t goes to zero, so observations at 0 are uninformative. 
2.3 Destructive Life Testing 
To see the complications when p>O, consider the following destructive life testing model 
studied by Chernoff (1972) without the order constraint and by Bergmen and Turnbull 
(1983) and Louis and Orav (1985) with the constraint. Let 9 be the mean of an exponential 
holding time in a state. At time t a destructive test can be performed to determine if a 
study unit is still in the state. For example, in carcinogenicity testing a rodent can be 
sacrificed at time t to see if it has left a disease-free state and entered a tumor state. Our 
goal is to estimate 8 maximizing Fisher information as the design objective. 
For this model we have at time t that information comes from a Bernoulli random variable 
with probability mass function depending on the exponential cdf: 
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% -(1-%)t 
/ 1(xle)- [1-e-"0] e 6 , x=Oorl, 
where x= 0 indicates the absence and x= 1 indicates the presence of a tumor. Here we are in 
situation (2.3b), i == j and: 
. u2e-u 
J(u)- 1-e-u, 
In this example T~ 1.5936 (and can be made 1 by changing the time scale) and p-1. The 
example can be generalized by letting / 1(xl0) equal H(t/0)%[1-H(t/8)]1-%, where His a dis-
tribution function. In section 5 we compare the performance of the rules proposed by Berg-
man and Turnbull and Louis and Orav to the three~ stage rule of the next section. 
3. TWO AND THREE STAGE RULES 
For model (2.3a) the two-stage rule (a special case of the three-stage) puts a fixed number of 
observations at a fixed time and then takes all remaining observations at the minimum of 
the current time and the estimated optimal time (a terminal sacrifice in the bioassay applica-
tion). After an initial group at a fixed time, the three-stage rule assigns at the sequentially 
updated maximum of the current time and a fraction of the current "best" for a fixed 
number of observations, and then performs a terminal sacrifice. The three-stage rule pro-
duces better invariance properties (see section 4). For each rule, the terminal sacrifice can be 
replaced by assignments at the sequentially updated maximum of the current time and the 
current "best" without changing asymptotic performance. This replacement does improve 
finite sample performance. We first assume (2.3a) and then discuss {2.3b). 
3.1 A Two-stage Rule 
Defn: R{ a,m ): Take the first "m" observations at "a" and the remaining ( n-m) at 
tm+ 1 -max[tm,best(m,Am)J. Rule R•(m,n) takes the remaining (n-m) at the sequentially 
updated t..,+ 1 ... max[t..,, best(v,A..,)]. 
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Theorem 3.1: If mn a~ ... co, for each e >a"', then for R and R' the asymptotic regret is of 
n-m 
order: max[mn, n] . 
mna~ 
Proof: By definition tm 51 an so for 6 >an the first m11 observations contribute m11 to the 
order of regret. We wish to apply Theorem A2, and have to consider: 
'i) Holding at a11 because e ... remains too smalL 
ii) Overshooting 6 and generating too large a. regret for the remaining {n- m11 ) obser-
vations. 
v 
Holding at a11 : Let J" ... l': j( tv). If we hold at an, we continue to accrue information on e 
.1; .. 1 
at a rate at least as large as a~ per observation. Now, since 8" converges to e, we have for 
most a finite time, with a finite expectation. 
Overshooting: After 'I" theorem A2 takes over, giving that the rule has a regret of order 
B n- mn • 
max[mn + -, J, whether we use R or R . 
a~ mna~+ B 
Corollary 3.1.1: For a given an the best order is achieved by picking mn""'(nla~)"', which is 
also the best order. 
Proof: To control the crder both terms in the "max" above must be of the same order. Solv-
ing ford gives ( nla~)16 - Bia~. But the second term is negligible, since na~-co . 
Corollary 3.1.2: If we require asymptotic efficiency for each 6 >O, then for p > 0 the order of 
regret can be arbitrarily close to but not equal v;;. 
Proof: For asymptotic efficiency it is necessary that an-0. The regret is (nla~)'", and we 
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can let a,,-0 arbitrarily slowly. 
Corollary 3.1.3: If we require asymptotic efficiency only for e~ 80 >0, we can achieve regret 
of order v-;;. 
Proof: Set an= 80 , and mn == v-;;. 
3.2 Three-stage rules 
The two-stage rule stays at a fixed time for the first mn observations, no matter the value of 
8. The following rule allows adaptation to the parameter estimate, and produces regrets 
closer to scale invariant. 
Defn: R(s,d;a,m), ms d: Take "m" observations at "a" and then successively at: 
tv+I == max(tv,a·beat(v,Av)L m <v:S d, 
and the remaining (n-d) at max[td, beat( d,Ad)J, 
Rule replaces the last stage by the sequentially updated 
The initial m observations are used to stabilize the second stage, and can be replaced by a 
prior distribution. Note that the two-stage rule is equivalent to settings== a and m ==d. 
Let~== -log(s), }\ ... -log(8), a=-log(a), and & == log(t) + >.. 
Theorem 3.2: If d11 s:-oo, O(an)<O(sn)-0, and if there exists a J<oo such that for 
Jv~ J' E[(Xv - }\ )2 ] <co' then with mn ~ Ja; p I for all e >O R and R. have asymptotic log 
regret of order: 
log(A,,)= .5log(n) + p·log(n) 
p + [p2 + 4log( n )] 16 • 
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Proof: We prove the theorem for rule R 8 • Modifications are straightforward for rule R. 
Since the X1 are scale invariant, the distribution of X,, - ~ depends on ~ only through the 
influence of sampling times on accrued information. Further, the variance of ~" conditional 
on J,, is proportional to J; 1 • 
~ - Otn 
&"(~)== max(~-Otn,Mm d-1 -~n) 
n• n 
,nu Smn 
,mn<vSdn 
,dn <vS n 
(3.1) 
Except for the (X- an) term, the sequence depends on X only through the sampling times. 
Using the Brownian motion embedding, we have that for (h-1)-oo: 
M1,1i !:_ w•(J,-1), 
where ~ denotes convergence in distribution, and W' is the positive part of a Brownian 
motion. Also, 
Lemma: If Jm """ o( Jd ) , and J4 ... oo, then Mm d _ 1 and M, n are asymptotically indepen-
" n n n• n n1 
dent. 
Proof: We have, for example, that Mm d -i ... L Mm m +II , where b-oo but is o( dn)· The 
n• n nr n n 
Brownian trajectories contributing to Mm m +6 and M4 n are asymptotically uncorrelated, ftl ft ft ftl 
and therefore independent. 
Now, back to the theorem. To simplify notation, let Jm ""' J. For fixed e and atn-oo, eventu-
ally the X- at n term is negligible. Consider first the contribution to the regret of the last 
( n- dn) observations. This contribution 1s of order ( n - dn)E[D(8 d )] , where 
11+1 
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D(8)= i(l)- i(e3). And, from (3.1) coupled with W'~o, this is: 
(3.2) 
where "+" denotes the positive part. 
Now, (3.2) is greater than or equal to the maximum of the expectation of each component, so 
to control the order it is necessary that each of these be controlled. Since we have the max-
imum of two asymptotically independent terms, the order of (3.2) will equal the maximum of 
the component- wise expectations. So, we want: 
E[D([ w•(J- 1 )- ~nJ+ )J = E[D( w•( Jj i ))J. 
" 
(3.3) 
Since a converges to 8, J0 = O(a~dn)· So, as n ... oo we can use a Taylor series expansion to 
" 
rewrite (3.3) approximately (recall that i'' = 2, and is bounded) as: 
(3.4) 
Equation (3.4) gives one relation for determining (an ,mn ,an ,d,.). For a second relation we 
consider the first dn observations. Since ~ 11 -00, the probability that the first component of 
(3.2) is postive goes to zero. This implies that the contribution of the first d,, observations is 
0( dn). For fixed En the right-hand side of (3.4) is decreasing in dn, implying that both terms 
in (3.4) should be 0( dn ). We now set out to solve these relations. 
Using approximations to the expectation and variance of a folded Gaussian variable condi-
tional on its being greater than a constant, (see Theorem A2 and corollaries) we find th'.lt: 
and 
0 l PE,, E(W.(J-1 )2) -= _e --
a,, ... J d ' d., n 
where £denotes equality in order. 
,, 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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To simplify the notation we assume that J-1, that En>l, and in (3.2) replace (n-dn) by n. 
This substitution has negligible effect when dn == o(n). Using this modified (3.2), and that the 
first dn observations contribute O( dn) to the regret, we require that dn - n"'exp[.5PEn]. Then 
formulae (3.4-6) with «!>(-E)== e- 1exp(-E212), imply that 
E; + PEn - log(n) + 2log(En) + 2log(E;- 1) + const- 0. 
Ignoring the last three terms (easily shown to be negligible) gives: 
E _ 2log(nl 
n p + (p2+ 4log(n))"' (3.7) 
From this we obtain for dn, and therefore for the regret: 
lo d -+ ·lo n 0 [l l g( ") = 2 p + (p2+ 4log( n))" g( ) · (3.8) 
Notice that E11 is decreasing in p, that it is of asymptotic order V log( n), and that the order 
of regret converges to n"'ezp(p( log( n ))16) for all p. As p ... oo the order of regret goes ton, and as 
p...O' the order of regret goes to v;;. 
Since we know that we can start at 0 when p-0, we would like ~~En""' oo. We can accom-
plish this by premultiplying the "log(n)" in the square root by p to a suitable power, produc-
ing: 
En= 2log(.n) ' (3.9) 
p + (p2+ 4p "log(n))"' 
where E,, <2, and is 0(1/Ylog(n)). These conditions on En ensure that the modification will 
be negligible as either nor p goes to infinity. 
Notice that this three stage rule produces a regret close to the absolute best possible order 
(Y;; ). So, even if multi-stage rules improve on (3.8), the improvement should be negligible 
for most situations. We can modify the rule to improve small sample performance by adding 
a constant to (3.9) and multiplying "a" and "m" by constants. Equation (3.4) can be derived 
under w@aker conditions on i''. 
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For p>O we have no hope of attaining a regret of uniform order over e, for as e-o ()\-oo), 
the(>..- a,.) in (3.1) dominates and the sup regret equals n. In a Bayes setting, we can use 
a,. to control the order of the a priori expected regret. Let G be the prior. For 0 >a,., the 
order of regret is given by (3.8). For 6 <a,., the regret is of order n. So, we want nG( a,.) to 
equal the regret, or: 
..., a-1 ( -Iii .SpC,.) a,. n e . 
For example, if ~~G(a)/aP= 1 some~>O, then log(a,.)""' (pE,.-log(n)]/2'3. We can easily 
show that t:..iis a,. is of order less than or equal to Bn. Recall that m" ~ Ja;: P, so m" == o( d71 ) 
if and only if p s ~. If the prior puts too much mass near zero, the a priori Bayes expected 
order must be larger than (3.8). 
3.3 Modifications for 2.3b 
We consider (2.3b) for the situation where / 1(xl0)= H(t/9)s[l-H(t/8)]1-s, with Ha cumula-
tive distribution functon and x ... 0 or 1. In this discrete data setting we have to modify the 
theorems in the previous section. First, it is straightforward to show that if H is 0( u~) as 
u-0, then P'"" E. The initial stage of the three0 stage rule must be modified, since having 
mn an== J does not ensure that E[(~v - )\. )2 J <oo. We have two choices: either let an mn -oo, or 
require that both the number of "successes" and "failures" each exceed a sufficiently large, 
finite constant. For the latter the expected waiting time is 0( a;'), producing the same 
asymptotic order as in the invariant sampling case. 
The remammg proof of asymptotic order is basically identical to the foregoing theorems. 
Again, we do not have uniform convergence as 6-0 ,( )\ .... oo ). But, since the cumulative infor-
mation fork now depends on~ and goes to zero as ~ .... -cc (see 2.3b), we lose uniformity for 
e-oo. Further, due to the extra dependency of information one (refer to formula 2.3b), the 
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departure from invariance will be greater than for (2.3a), but of the same asymptotic order. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC INVARIANCE 
For simplicity of notation we consider situation (2.3a) and study the departure from invari-
ance: 
( 4.1) 
Results for (2.3b) are similar. For either the two or three stage rule, and for sufficiently large 
n, (4.1) has order: 
(4.2) 
since the difference in the regrets for the remaining ( n- a,,) observations is of a smaller order. 
Under (2.4), for small a,., ( 4.2) is of order m,. ag, and so this quantity controls the departure 
from asymptotic invariance. Since a11 ...0 and m 711 is of order less than the regret, ( 4.1) is of 
order less than the regret. 
For the two-stage rule mn""(nla~)'"', so n 16exp[a,.(p-2qY2), This term will go to infinity, if 
p~ 2q, and for p<2q it remains finite if a 11 ~ log(n)/(2q-p). Thus, for (4.1) to be finite, 
log(m 71 )~ qlog(n)/(2q-p), p<2q. But, if p~2q the order is greater than or equal ton, and an 
asymptotically non- negligible fraction of the data must be taken at a,., producing an 
efficiency less than 100. More generally, (4.1) can be made finite only by producing a large 
regret, and as a practical matter p~ q is a problem. 
For the three-stage rule (with J""' I), m 71 ""' a;;P, and (4.1) is controlled by ag-P. For p<q 
(4.1) goes to O; for p=q (4.1) remains finite; and for p>q it goes to infinity at a rate con-
trolled by a,.. For example, setting a,."" 1 11 (the largest order we allow), gives: 
(4.3) 
a slow de't>arture from invariance. 
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Notice that for estimation i= j, so p= q, and we have a. finite departure from invariance. 
Multi-stage rules [with a series of stages like (s,d), with the s's increasing to l] may allow 
(4.1) to remain finite for pS P(q,K), where K is the number of stages, P(q,2) ... q, and P is 
increasing in K. But, in the light of ( 4.3), the improvement over the three-stage rule should 
not be large. 
5. SIMULATION STUDY 
We now return to the destructive life testing example of section 2.3. Bergman and Turnbull 
(1983) propose a rule where sacrifices are made at predetermined times with the decision to 
move to the next age based on a sequential test (their "ratio" rule, formula 3.1). If the 
current time is less than the optimal, the test tends to terminate quickly; if the current time 
is greater than the optimal, the stopping time is defective" Accruing information is not used 
to construct the sequential test, so each time-point is considered separately. They give con-
ditions for asymptotic efficiency of the rule and present simulation results. Louis and Orav 
(1985) study a rule that adjusts the damping factor after each observation, by comparing the 
expected increment in (2.1) produced by taking all remaining observations at the maximum 
of the current time and the estimated optimal time to the increment produced by the rule 
that takes one more observation at some (best) future time and then takes the remaining 
observations (one fewer than before) at the updated estimated optimal time. 
We compared our three-stage rule R • to these by simulating the cases n= 50, 100 {100), 500 
for values of 6 used in the previous publications. The simulator was run with 15 replica-
tions, producing standard errors no greater than 1.2. The rule used a Gamma prior on e- 1 
with a shape parameter equal to 3 and a mean of 1, set a""' l.5s (s divided by the mode of the 
prior), and J (of Theorem 3.2) equal to 2. Table 2 and Figure l compare performance of the 
three-stage,,rule with values taken from Table 2 in Bergman and Turnbull (b-4, Z*=4), and 
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from Orav and Louis. For clarity 8 = .125 is omitted from the plot. The table shows that 
the three-stage rule effectively dominates the Orav and Louis, but that it does not dominate 
the Bergman and Turnbull. The three-stage rule comes close, and does produce a reasonably 
flat plot over a broad range of 8 values. Depending on the initial testing time and the rule, 
there will be a set of e '' with high efficiency. Simulations of the three-stage rule R (with a 
terminal sacrifice) indicate that it does not perform as well as R' for the sample sizes con-
sidered, though the theory shows it has the same asymptotic order of regret. It has the prac-
tical advantage of shortening the experiment. 
The Bergman and Turnbull rule starts at t= 1, so for small e its performance will be poor. 
By assuming that for smali e all observations are taken at 1, we obtain a coarse upper bound 
for efficiency. If a significant fraction of the observations are taken at 2, the efficiency is 
greatly reduced. Since the efficiency plots are concave, we have tabluated and plotted (with 
a dotted line) the minimun of the computed upper bound and the performance at 8 ""' L As 
can be seen, the new rule performs extremely well. Of course, the initial time for the Berg-
man and Turnbull rule could be reduced, improving performance for small e, but only at the 
cost of reduced efficiency for larger 6''. 
Notice that for all rules, performance degrades more rapidly as e decreases from l than as it 
increases (compare equal distances from 1 on the log scale). For large 9, rules can "catch up" 
with the optimal value, but for small 8 testing times are likely to be too large. As can be 
seen in Figures l and 2, increasing the number of rodents on test does not uniformly improve 
efficiency, though monotonicity does hold for extreme 9' '. This lack of monotonicity will 
occur for all rules, as can be seen by considering increasing from n=l to n=2. Under either 
a Bayesian or frequentist approach, one 8 -value (81 ) will have 100% efficiency for n-1. 
Generally, the observation time for n-1 will fall between the pair for n""' 2, degrading the 
performp.nce at 81 • This phenomenon occurs for aJl sample sizes, but for the rules studied, 
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RE,.-100 for all e '•,and the curves are nearly monotone inn. 
6. DISCUSSION 
Although the proposed rules produce close to the best order of asymptotic regret, they fully 
exploit neither the detailed relation between "i" and "j" (eg. the relation between S and T), 
nor a prior distribution. The damping factors (the s's) should depend on accrued (monoton-
ized) observed information, and not simply on sample size. More attention to these details 
would improve performance, but our simulations show that rules R and R • perform very 
well, even for situation (2.3b). The rules exhibit flatter curves than might be expected in the 
discrete data setting. With discrete data, if testing time is too small, few or no events will 
be observed (Sis large) and the sequentially updated time will increase rapidly. This rapid 
adaptation provides a partial explanation. 
The class of rules considered can be extended to multi- stage, but we expect little improve-
ment in performance. Theorem A3 shows we can do no better than order v;; (attained 
when p= 0). Our rules attain close to this order for all p. We conjecture that the optimal 
order is increasing in p, but haven't obtained a formal proof. 
In situation (2.3a), if 90 > 0, we have uniform asymptotic order, and one could try to charac-
terize rules with minimax regret. Then, the minimax rule that is "closest" to invariant 
becomes an attractive candidate. In situation (2.3b) 0'' of interest must also be bounded 
from above before the minimax approach can be applied. 
Our rules have been developed assuming that data are instantaneously available and that 
the next observation can be taken at any continuous time point. For practical application 
both of these assumptions must be relaxed. Also, robustness with respect to specification of 
"i" and "j" needs to be considered. See Louis and Orav (1985) for a discussion of these issues 
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for the bioassay. 
As in other sequential settings, we are left with the problem of producing valid frequentist 
inferences (hypothesis tests and confidence intervals). The most straightforward approach 
uses reciprocal observed information for the variance, and computes Gaussian intervals. The 
validity of this and likelihood- based methods requires investigation, though the near- ancil-
larity of the observed information and the Brownian embedding for the rules considered, 
suggest that these approaches will be asymptotically valid. 
Finally, unlike the scalar parameter case, with vector parameters optimal designs require at 
least two time points. While unconstrained adaptive rules are easily generalized to this case, 
solving the monotone problem will be difficult, and the monotonicity constraint will produce 
regrets with larger orders than for the scalar case. 
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APPENDIX 
For model (2.3a) we analyze the class of adaptive designs characterized by a fixed number 
m,, of observations at an initial time a,,, followed by allocation according to a general adap-
tive rule with damping factors a,,( d,A,), where Ad is the accrued information. A similar 
development applies to (2.3b). Assuming the invariance result for the maximum likelihood 
estimate of e (Theorem A4), we write e J,.(d) for a random process with the same distribution 
as the sequence of maximum likelihood estimates, where J,,( d) is the accrued information 
(denoted by Jd in section 3). Then, we can define for OS us l , with "[ ]" the greatest integer 
function: 
and 
T ,,( u) "" n-1J:(!nu]) 
\f/ 11 (u,T"(u)]"'" a11([nu],nT 11(u)) 
Theorem Al: The order of regret is asymptotically equal to the expectation of: 
1 
m,, + n J w;( t) dt 
,,-Im,. 
where, 
and b( ·) is a Brownian motion. 
Proof: Assume that 6 ... 1, and let: 
Wn( u) """ tn((nu),T 11 ( u ))- 1, 
where tn([nu ],-r "( u )) is the time when the [nu]th observation is taken. Then, smce 
v;'f11(u)y11(Tn(u))-b('f 11(u)) and the probability law of b(t)/t is the same as that of b( t-l), 
~ 
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we have the stated asymptotic representation for Wn( ·) . 
For en =I= 1 the first dn observations contribute order dn to the regret. Now, the remaining 
order of regret depends on i(l)- i[l + Wn(u)]. But, i'(T)== 0, and is the global maximum. 
Thus, by the bounded second derivative and boundedness of i, we have that the above 
difference can be bounded by a constant times w;( u ); proving the theorem. 
Theorem A2: Let X be N(O,a2 ). Then, 
and 
so 
E[XIX >c)-a cl>Ccla) 
1- <l>(c/a)' 
[ 
~(c/a) ] 
E[X21X >c] = a 2 l + 1 ~ <l>(c!a) , 
E[(X- c)21X>c]==a2+ c2- cacl>(cla) . 
1- <l>(c/a) 
proof: The proof is a straightforward application of evaluations of Gaussian integrals. 
Proofs of the three following corollaries are straightforward. 
Corr A2.l: Formula A.1 is monotone decreasing in c. 
Corr A2.2: Ir c 2: 0, theorem A2 applies to a folded Gaussian variable. 
Corr A2.3: Theorem A2 applies to the supremum of a Browian Motion (M111 ). 
Corr A2.4: For all cC!: 0 and a 2: 
E[(X- c)2 IX>c]:Su2min[l, 2 1 2 ]-( c - a )+ 
(A.I) 
proof: Since (A.1) is monotone decreasing in c, for c 2: 0 it is less than or equal to a 2 • For 
J 
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large c, apply l'Hopital's rule three times to obtain the hound. 
Theorem A3: For p= 0, the smallest order of regret for rules asymptotically efficient for all 
9>0 is v;;. 
proof: Without loss of generality assume that 0 ... 1. By theorem 3.1 the rules R(o,V;;) and 
R '(o,V;;) have regret O(V;;), so the order for the optimal rule is no greater than v;;. 
Now, write (A.1) as: 
n-~ 1 
n f WJ(t)dt + n J w;(t)dt ... An+ Bn. (A.2) 
n-1 n-~ 
An contributes at least order v;; to the regret, for if in the range of integration "' ever gets 
greater than order n-·25 , the overshoot of the optimal time is of order at least v;;. In this 
case Bn is of order at least v;. 
Corr A3.l: For all p~O, if Jn( d)~ O(V;;), then the order of regret obtained by setting 
an( d,Ad)E 1 (or a terminal kill) is as small as possible. 
proof: It takes at least O(V;;) to reach the specified level of information, and the regret 
contributed by the s =•i l rule is no greater than order v;;. 
Note: Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1.l show that if p>O, then the optimal rule sets s """ l 
before Jn( d) reaches order v;;. 
Theorem A4: For all t and 9 let /,(-le) satisfy the usual regularity conditions for asymptotic 
norma.nlity of the mle. Then, as n-.oo: 
Yn({n'r n( u n- 1) ... b(T n( u )- 1),os us 1, 
where 'f n is defined in Theorem A. l, b( ·) is a Brownian motion, and: 
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proof: The proof uses the results in Siegmund (1985, IIl.9 p. 63), and Billingsley (1968, eh 
17, p. 143). The score function obeys an invariance theorem with the random time change. 
Then, the implicit function theorem along with tb(l/t) also being a Brownian motion, proves 
the theorem. 
Table l: A comparison of the simulated and computed relative 
efficiencies for the case p- 0. See scetion for details. 
n-> 10 20 30 40 50 75 100 150 200 300 400 500 1000 
SI MU 53 64 70 73 76 80 82 85 87 89 90 91 94 
COMP 47 60 61 71 74 78 81 84 86 88 90 91 94 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Relative efficiencies for R • and the Bergman and Turnbull ~:rhe dotted line 
denotes Asterisks denote upper bounds. See section 5 for details. 
Figure 2: Relative efficiencies for R •. 
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N I theta 
10 8 6 4 2 1.33 1 .8 .67 .5 .25 .125 
-----------------------------------------------------------~----------501 18 81 86 89 91 92 97 97 90 44 3 
I 73 18 83 89 93 91 91• 91• 91• 46• 3• 
81 84 91 98 88 35 
..................................................................... 
1001 83 85 81 91 92 93 94 94 96 59 5 
8 a 8 8 D B B 8 a 8 0 8 a 8 8 18 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 • a 8 8 8 e 8 8 0 8 8 8 9 8 8 0 e a 8 a 8 8 D 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 e 8 9 8 8 8 8 8 II a 8 8 8 a 
2001 81 90 88 92 92 94 96 95 96 73 14 
I 92 94 95 95 94 89 89• 89• 89• 46• 3• 
I 81 85 88 95 96 86 
••••••••• fll ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3001 88 90 91 94 92 95 96 96 98 80 19 
I 
I 83 85 81 94 98 88 
llJI 8 0 $ 8 • D Ill 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 G 8 9 B 8 8 ID 8 0 8 8 Cl 8 9 19 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 0 B 8 B 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 0 8 8 B 8 8 8 D 0 8 
4001 92 92 92 93 93 94 94 97 98 84 23 
I 
I 84 86 89 94 98 95 
II 8 8 8 8 II 9 8 8 8 8 $ 8 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 8 D 8 8 8 8 8 D 8 8 8 8 0 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 B B II II 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 a 
5001 
I 
91 
84 
91 92 93 94 95 97 96 98 87 27 
87 90 94 97 94 
Table 2: Relative Efficiency <with respect to the optiaal design for known 
theta> of the Three-stage rule <see the text for details>, the 
B&T rule <with b=4, Z*=4>, and the Orav& Louis rule. The B&T 
values result froa nuaerical coaputations and are exact. The 
three-stage and Orav & Louis values result froa simulations and 
have standard errors no greater than 1.2 • 
• Upper bounds for relative efficiency <see section 5>. 
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